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Historical Literacy Project Model Unit Gallery Template


Unit Title: Road to the Revolution


Designed by: Dana Wisnoski and John Thomas

District: Red Clay



Content Area: Social Studies

Grade Level(s): 8th Grade

____________________________________________________________


Summary of Unit Students will research the events that led up to the American Revolution and co-construct a timeline. The focus of the unit is to have students understand the process of deterioration that occurred in the relationship between England and her colonies in North America. Students will be working as a class, in groups, and independently. During timeline co-construction, students will evaluate their peers’ research and project offerings as well as record a copy of the master timeline. Then, at the end of the lesson 3, students will be required to write a letter where they pick a side of the conflict and explain why they think that side is most responsible for the conflict. 

Stage 1 – Desired Results


What students will know, do, and understand

____________________________________________________________

Delaware Content Standards:


History Standard One: Students will employ chronological concepts in analyzing historical phenomena [Chronology].

6-8: Students will examine historical materials relating to a particular region, society, or theme; analyze change over time, and make logical inferences concerning cause and effect.


Big Idea(s):


Independent research skills utilized to construct PowerPoint or Movie Maker projects to share knowledge with peers. Chronological though is implicit in the construction of a timeline. Assessment will focus on change over time and address the standard directly.  


Unit Enduring Understanding(s):

Students will understand many key vocabulary words and concepts associated with the events leading up to the American Revolution.


Students will begin to understand the deterioration of relations between England and her American colonies, including: key figures, concepts, and events.


Students will use research skills to construct a portion of a cooperative assignment. 


Students will utilize various forms of technology to research and present their research.


Students will scrutinize the work of their peers and by doing so gain greater understanding of their own work and quality control. 

Students will gather information to support arguments. 


Unit Essential Questions(s):

Why did the relations between England and her colonies in North America deteriorate so quickly from 1763 to 1775? 

Which side was more responsible for the deterioration of the relationship between England and her colonies that culminated in the American Revolution? Defend your answer.


How does independent research relate to large project completion?


Knowledge and Skills:

Students will know how sources can be used to chain together a series of smaller events and form an argument about potential historical turning point.  


Students will be able to take sources of information and transform them into learning opportunities for their peers.

Stage 2 – Assessment Evidence


(Design Assessments To Guide Instruction)


Suggested Performance/Transfer Task(s):

Students will take the information they have received from their research and that of their peers then argue which side of the relationship bears the most burden of responsibility when it comes to the deterioration between England and her colonies. Following lesson 3, students will be asked to respond to the primary essential question via a letter “back home to England” or “someone in a different colony”. By the time the project has concluded, students should possess the knowledge necessary to form an argument and this project will be evidence of it. 

Essential Question Addressed 

Which side was more responsible for the deterioration of the relationship between England and her colonies that culminated in the American Revolution? Defend your answer.


Prior Knowledge


Students need to know the history of the deterioration between England and her colonies from 1763 to 1775.


Scenario


See above


Final Product


Completed “letter” handout

Rubric(s)

*See attached


Other Evidence

There is a pre-test and a post test to gauge student comprehension on some of the key events. 


Student Self-Assessment and Reflection 

Part of the timeline construction includes a peer evaluation of other students’ work.


Stage 3 – Learning Plan


Lesson # 1

Vocabulary 

Dana Wisnoski (PowerPoint by John Thomas)

Lesson Description: 


Briefly describe what the students will be doing in this lesson and why.


Students will be using a preselected group of content vocabulary to gain a broader understanding of the events leading to the American Revolution.


Time Required: 


Approximately 1-2, 50 minute classes and used/referred back to throughout the remaining lessons


Essential Question Addressed: 


How does the proper use of specific content vocabulary allow for a deeper understanding of the subject matter?


Enduring Understanding: 


Students should be able to relate the use of content specific vocabulary to their true grasping of the history concept being taught.  Without understanding the context in which vocabulary is used can ultimately change the real meaning of the information presented. 


Materials: 


Handout 1: Content Specific Vocabulary List


Handout 2:  The definitions for vocabulary list


Handout 3:  The Loyalist Journal/The Patriot Spy (Literary examples of the use of vocabulary in context) 


Procedures:

1. Short Mini lesson (approx 10 minutes…see PowerPoint) on the purpose/need of understanding the context in which vocabulary is used in order to fully understand the correct meaning of historical data/events.


2. Handout 1:  Content Specific Vocabulary List.  Students should be given about 10 mins to look over the list and relying only on their prior knowledge explain what they think each one means.


3. Handout 3:  The Loyalist Journal/The Patriot Spy.  This handout can be optional but is a good example of both sides of the controversy leading up to the American Revolution as well as containing many of the chosen content specific vocabulary.  If used, students should be given approx 15 mins to read through and make any changes to their initial answers to Handout 1: Content Specific Vocab.


4. As the final activity of the class, Handout 2:  The content specific definitions for the vocabulary list should be given to the students.  Students should be able to match the vocabulary word with its correct content specific definition.


Debrief: 


EQ: How does the proper use of specific content vocabulary allow for a deeper understanding of the subject matter?


Teachers should take approx 5-10 mins before the end of class to revisit the importance of a full understanding of vocabulary as related to the content material.


Possible Questions:


· Explain how the word “duties” can be used differently with regard to the historical concepts being looked at today.


· Further prompting if needed:  What do you consider a “duty”?  What did colonists in that time period consider a “duty”?  


· Explain how the use/interpretation of a vocabulary word can change.


· Can you think of any other specific examples were a words meaning changes depending on what you are talking about or referring to?


Formative Assessment (“Check for Understanding”): How will you measure student understanding of the targeted benchmark or essential question? This “Check for Understanding” must assess individual student achievement and involve written responses.


The assessment of handout 2 via peer evaluation would not only gage individual student understanding but also serve as a re-teaching tool for those students that are struggling with the concepts.


The use of the content vocabulary should not end, in other words it should be consistently used throughout the remaining lessons in the unit for students to be successful in its true meanings. 


Content Specific Vocabulary


1. Boycotting:


2. Coercive:


3. Committee:


4. Currency:


5. Declaratory:  


6. Duties:


7. Intolerable:


8. Massacre:


9. Merchant:


10. Monopoly:


11. Parliament:


12. Propaganda:


13. Quartering:


14. Revenue:


15. Tarring:


Content Specific Vocabulary Definitions


1. A refusal to buy certain goods.


2. A buyer or seller of commodities for profit.


3. Something that is in circulation as a medium of exchange.


4. An assembly that constitutes the supreme legislative body of a country.


5. A body of persons selected to consider and act or report on some matter.


6. To cover or smear with tar.


7. To make known formally or officially.


8. Money collected by a government.


9. A tax.


10.  A commodity controlled by one party.


11.  Unbearable or excessive.


12. Repress, compel, enforce.


13.  To provide with a shelter.


14. The spreading of ideas or information to further or damage a cause.


15.  The killing of many people under cruel circumstances. 


Stage 3 – Learning Plan


Lesson # 2


Pre-Assessment


Dana Wisnoski


Lesson Description: 


Students will be given a pre-test to determine how much knowledge students have retained about the events leading up to the American Revolution. 

Time Required: 


Approximately 1 class period

Essential Question Addressed: 


Why did the relations between England and her colonies in North America deteriorate so quickly from 1763 to 1775? 


Enduring Understanding: 


Students will understand many key vocabulary words and concepts associated with the events leading up to the American Revolution.


Materials: 


Handout 1: Road to the Revolution Pre/Post test

Procedures:

1. Distribute the pre-test to students.

2. Allow time for students to complete the pre-test.


3. Have students exchange the pre-test with a partner and grade it.


Debrief: 


EQ: Why did the relations between England and her colonies in North America deteriorate so quickly from 1763 to 1775? 

Teachers should take approx 5-10 mins before the end of class to explain that many of the stories they learned about need to be untangled from the mythology that has been added to them so that we get a clearer, more historically accurate, idea of the story.

Formative Assessment (“Check for Understanding”): 

Students knowledge is activated so that they can begin to refine and clarify their understanding of the American Revolution.

Name: ____________________________ Date: ________________ Period: ________


Road to the Revolution


Pre/Post Test


VOCABULARY WORD BANK:


Boycotting    Coercive    Committee    Currency    Declaratory   Duties    Intolerable    Massacre    Merchant    Monopoly   Parliament    Propaganda    Quartering    Revenue    Tarring


1. A refusal to buy certain goods.   ___________________


2. A buyer or seller of commodities for profit.   ____________


3. Something that is in circulation as a medium of exchange.   ________________


4. An assembly that constitutes the supreme legislative body of a country.   __________________


5. A body of persons selected to consider and act or report on some matter.   ___________________


6. To cover or smear with tar.   _________________


7. To make known formally or officially.   ________________


8. Money collected by a government.   _________________


9. A tax.   _________________


10.  A commodity controlled by one party.   ________________


11.  Unbearable or excessive.   __________________


12.  Repress, compel, enforce.   __________________


13.  To provide with a shelter.   ___________________


14. The spreading of ideas or information to further or damage a cause.   ____________________


15.  The killing of many people under cruel circumstances.   ____________________


EVENTS/PEOPLE WORD BANK:


American Revolution  *  Boston Tea Party  *  Boston Massacre  *                  Sons of Liberty  *  Stamp Act  *  Liberty Tree  *  Sam Adams        John Adams  *  Paul Revere  *  Tarring and Feathering  *                King George III  *  Quartering of Troops  *                                  First Continental Congress  *  Independence


16.   Was a secret organization of American patriots which originated in the thirteen colonies during the American Revolution. ______________________

17.   King of England from 1760-1801.  ___________________


18.     Was a tax imposed by the British Parliament on its American Colonies.  ________________

19.   Was a famous elm tree that stood in Boston, near Boston Common, in the days before the American Revolution.  _________________

20.   A practice of lodging soldiers with ordinary citizens or in  public buildings.  ______________________


21.   Was an American silversmith and a patriot in the     American Revolution.  __________________

22.   Is the self-government of a nation, country, or state by its residents and population.  __________________

23.   Delegates from 12 colonies met at Carpenters' Hall in Philadelphia in response to the Intolerable Acts passed against the colonies by the British Parliament. _______________________________

24.   Was a statesman, political philosopher, and one of the Founding Fathers of the United States. ____________

25.   Was an incident that led to the deaths of five civilians at the hands of British troops on March 5, 1770.  ______________________________

26.   Was a direct action protest by colonists in Boston, a town in the British colony of Massachusetts, against the British government.  ________________________

27.   Was an American politician and the second President of the United States (1797–1801).  ________________

28.   Was the political upheaval during the last half of the 18th century in which thirteen of Britain’s colonies in North American overthrew the governance of the Parliament of Great Britain.  ______________________ 

29.   Was a physical punishment that Patriots used against British officials and loyalist in the American colonies. ____________________________

EXTENDED RESPONSE (Post Test Only):


30. Pick a side, either from a colonist or a British point of view and defend one of the above events.  Make sure to include specific historical information to support your point of view.


Stage 3 – Learning Plan


Lesson # 3

Pre-Assessment


John Thomas

Lesson Description: 


Students will be constructing a timeline together by completing independent research and preparing PowerPoint (or movie maker) projects on a pre-determined list of legislation passed by the British. Then, students will review the legislation as various forms of colonial reaction are recorded.   

Time Required: 


Approximately 3-5 class periods

Essential Question Addressed: 


Why did the relations between England and her colonies in North America deteriorate so quickly from 1763 to 1775? 


Which side was more responsible for the deterioration of the relationship between England and her colonies that culminated in the American Revolution? Defend your answer.


How does independent research relate to large project completion?


Enduring Understanding: 


Students will understand many key vocabulary words and concepts associated with the events leading up to the American Revolution.


Students will begin to understand the deterioration of relations between England and her American colonies, including: key figures, concepts, and events.


Students will use research skills to construct a portion of a cooperative assignment. 


Students will utilize various forms of technology to research and present their research.


Students will scrutinize the work of their peers and by doing so gain greater understanding of their own work and quality control. 


Students will gather information to support arguments. 


Materials: 


Computers with PowerPoint and Internet access


3 large pieces of posterboard


Sharpie Marker

See document: Road to the Revolution Handouts for:


· Road to the Revolution Instruction Handout 

· Road to the Revolution Project Rubric


· Road to the Revolution Peer Project Evaluation Handout

· A letter from early 1775

Road to the Revolution Timeline Handout (Separate file)

Procedures:

1. Tape or glue together 3 large pieces of poster board as follows:




2. Explain to students that the class is building a timeline. Using a sharpie, write the timeline “bookends” at either side of the poster boards. Explain that the class will return to this timeline at the conclusion of group work.







3. Group students in partners or threes to work on one of the 10 items identified in the instructions. 


4. Distribute and read through the project instructions with the students. 

5. Allow time for students to research and build PowerPoint as per instructions.

6. Once all students complete their PowerPoint work, have them present to the class.


7. As students present to the class, have them evaluate the work presented using the “Road to the Revolution Peer Project Evaluation Handout.” Awards for the best project may be given at the teacher’s discretion.


8. As students complete the individual presentations, they should add their information to the class timeline (poster board) AND add it to their Road to the Revolution Timeline Handout


9. Once students complete all oral presentations, use the Road to the Revolution Review PowerPoint to go through the details of the Acts plus some of the colonial responses. Students should add the colonial responses to their Road to the Revolution Timeline Handout as presented.

Debrief: 


Discuss the essential questions with the students and guide them to connect the Acts by the British with the Colonial responses.


Why did the relations between England and her colonies in North America deteriorate so quickly from 1763 to 1775? 

Which side was more responsible for the deterioration of the relationship between England and her colonies that culminated in the American Revolution? 


Formative Assessment (“Check for Understanding”): 

Ask students to respond to the primary essential question via a letter “back home to England” or “someone in a different colony”. Use “A letter from early 1775” Handout to record this response. 

Resources and Teaching Tips

· What text/print/media/kit/web resources best support this unit?


See instructions to students for suggested websites


· What tips to teachers of the unit can you offer about likely rough spots/student misunderstandings and performance weaknesses, and how to troubleshoot those issues? Be especially mindful to identify any misconceptions that students are likely to have as they enter this unit and that might interfere with their learning. 


It may be necessary to assign students “jobs” if you are working with 3 or more in a group.


When grading, make sure students did not resort to using sites like Wikipedia or Answers to get their info. 


Some websites have challenging vocabulary, and although we took steps to address this, ask students to have Dictionary.com or some other reference open if they get stuck on a word. 




Proclamation of 1763





American Revolution


1775-1783
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Name: _____________________________________ Date: ______________________ Period: ________________

 (
COLONIAL
) (
BRITISH
)Road to the Revolution Timeline Handout (
Proclamation of 1763
) (
American Revolution of 1775-1783
)



Road to the Revolution Instructions

As a class, we are creating a “Road to the Revolution” timeline, first you will research the events we will place on the timeline. Assemble with your assigned group and write your “act” name here: _________________________________.



1. Sugar Act

2. Currency Act

3. Stamp Act 

4. Declaratory Act

5. Townshend Revenue Acts

6. Tea Act

The Coercive Acts or Intolerable Acts

7. Impartial Administration of Justice Act

8. Massachusetts Bay Regulating

9. Boston Port Act

10. Quartering Act





You will be building a PowerPoint to instruct your classmates about the British act that you were assigned. Use the following websites to get you started on your project, feel free to use library books also. You must provide, in your PowerPoint, a list of sites(sources) you used to get the information from your presentation. DO NOT PLAGERISE…OR RECEIVE A ZERO!

http://www.socialstudiesforkids.com/ 

http://www.ushistory.org/ 

http://www.britannica.com/ 

Your PowerPoint must include the following:

1. 1st  slide with the name and date of the Act

2. 3-6 additional slides that have:

a. A full summary of the British act (i.e. – What it does) in your own words

b. Images that pertain to the Act (people, places, concepts, etc)

c. A final slide stating the sources you used for information

It is suggested, to receive the best grade possible, that you include the following

3. An explanation and description of the people involved

4. The impact and reaction to the act

See the rubric on the second page for further details…




		Road to the Revolution Grading Rubric

		



		

		

		

		



		 

		3 - Excellent

		2 - Good

		1 - Poor



		Assignment requirements 

		1st  slide with the name and date of the Act, 3-6 additional slides that have: a. A full summary of the British act (i.e. – What it does) in own words, b. Images that pertain to the Act (people, places, concepts, etc), A final slide stating the sources  used for information

		Effort to fulfill the requirement is apparent but the requirements were not all met.

		Student gave minimal effort to complete the assignment.



		Recommended for project inclusion

		An explanation and description of the people involved and the impact and reaction to the Act

		Effort to fulfill the requirement is apparent but the requirements were not all met.

		Student gave minimal effort to complete the assignment.



		Oral Presentation

		Students presented their work in a clear, organized, and professional matter

		Students lost track or professionalism during the presentation

		Student gave minimal effort to to present the information or consistantly lost focus












Name: _______________________________________ Date: ____________________ Period: ________________

Road to the Revolution Peer Project Evaluation Handout

		Presenters’ names

		Content 

(What was it about?)

		Oral Presentation Comments

		Visual Presentation Comments



		

		

		

		







		Presenters’ names

		Content 

(What was it about?)

		Oral Presentation Comments

		Visual Presentation Comments



		

		

		

		







		Presenters’ names

		Content 

(What was it about?)

		Oral Presentation Comments

		Visual Presentation Comments



		

		

		

		










Name: ____________________________________ Date: _________________ Period: __________

A letter from early 1775

The American Revolution is about to begin, which side do you think is most responsible for the sad state of affairs between England and her colonies? In the form of a letter, write to someone (a brother, mother, friend, enemy, public official, etc)) and explain how you feel, which side you are on, and offer evidence as to why you feel the way you do about this issue. Make sure you use your research to support the argument…Use the writing prompts below to guide your writing.

Dear __________________________________,



We are on the brink of war and I wanted to inform you about what is going on here.

[Start with explaining chronologically what you deem some of the more important events from your perspective (min 5)] 



_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.

In my opinion, the side most responsible for this is…. (pick a side) _______________________________________________.



The reason I feel this way is because (defend your answer and describe why you think this happened), _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.





Allowed London to control westward expansion, not the colonies



Hopefully, would ease conflicts with Native Americans who were unhappy about having their land taken



Native Americans reluctantly supported it, colonists ignored it



Proclamation of 1763







Sugar Act of 1764

“The act listed foreign goods to be taxed 

including sugar, molasses, certain wines, coffee, rum, 

and further, regulated the export of lumber and iron”



Colonies faced a reduction on taxes for 

British goods but increased taxes on foreign goods



Mostly effected the trade of the New England Colonies













Sugar Act of 1764 - Reaction

Colonial merchants resist by boycotting some British 

luxury goods.













Currency Act of 1764



In 1764, “Parliament passed the Currency Act, effectively assuming control of 

the colonial currency system. The act prohibited the issue of any new bills and the reissue of existing currency. 









Currency Act of 1764 -  Reaction

Committees of correspondence form – Colonies begin to communicate with each other and foreign governments about British actions. Coordinated responses begin. 











Stamp Act of 1765



…to carry a tax stamp”



“Required all legal documents, permits, commercial contracts, newspapers, wills, pamphlets, and playing cards in the colonies…







Stamp Act of 1765 -  Reaction

Stamp Act Crisis and 

the Stamp Act Congress

Many riots trough various colonies

“No taxation without representation”

Colonists have same rights as Englishmen

Massive boycotts of British Goods Begin

Petitions are written 

to Parliament













Reaction – Sons of Liberty



















Colonial Resistance

Samuel Adams

John Hancock

Patrick Henry

John Adams

James Otis

Paul Revere









Reaction – Sons of Liberty





On August 14, 1765, a group of men calling themselves the Sons of Liberty gathered in Boston under a large elm tree at the corner of Essex Street and Orange Street near Hanover Square to protest the hated Stamp Act. The Sons of Liberty concluded their protest by hanging two tax collectors in effigy from the tree. 

From that day forward, the tree became known as the "Liberty Tree." The tree was often decorated with banners and lanterns. Assemblies were regularly held to express views and vent emotions. A flagstaff or pole was raised within the Tree's branches and when an ensign (usually yellow) was raised, the Sons of Liberty were to meet.

Liberty Tree









Reaction – Sons of Liberty 



“In a typical tar-and-feathers attack, the subject of a crowd's anger would be stripped to the waist. Hot tar was either poured or painted onto the person while he or she was immobilized. Then the victim either had feathers thrown on him or her or was rolled around on a pile of feathers so that they stuck to the tar. Often the victim was then paraded around town on a cart or a rail. The aim was to hurt and humiliate a person enough to leave town and not cause any more mischief.”

Tarring and Feathering









England responds by backing down…

…mostly due to the economic pressure. 

They have not given up though… 







Declaratory Act of 1765



Parliament 

has absolute authority 

in the colonies 

“in all cases whatsoever”















Townshend Revenue Acts of 1767

Taxed:

Glass

Paint

Oil

Lead

Paper

tea













Townshend Revenue Acts of 1767 - Reaction

The colonies respond by organizing, through committees of correspondence, further boycotts of British goods.



This time, almost all British goods are avoided…Townshend (the man who issued the act) dies and all taxes, except the one on tea, are lifted 

in 1770.





Dies in

1767







March 5, 1770

“Riot on King's Street”

Or

“The Boston Massacre”







Reaction – Sons of Liberty 



During “enforcement of customs collection and inspection of cargo” in an area of Rhode Island that “had a reputation for smuggling” a ship called the Gaspee ran aground on June 9th, 1772. Members of the Sons of Liberty rowed out to confront the officers and crew before the rising tide allowed the ship to free herself.



At the break of dawn June 10, the ship was boarded, the crew put up a feeble resistance, and the vessel was burned to the waterline. 



Gaspee Affair













The Tea Act of 1773

Removed tea duties (tax) on the East India Company 

(a British company) with the purpose of controlling the sale of tea to the colonies through monopoly.











The Tea Act of 1773 -  Reaction

The

Boston Tea Party













The Intolerable Acts of 1774

Impartial Administration of Justice Act

Massachusetts Bay Regulating

Boston Port Act

Quartering Act







The Intolerable Acts of 1774

Impartial Administration of Justice Act



Allowed the royal governor of a colony to move trials to other colonies or even to England if he feared that juries in those colonies wouldn't judge a case fairly 









The Intolerable Acts of 1774

Massachusetts Bay Regulating Act 



All law officers subject to appointment by the royal governor and banned all town meetings that 

didn't have approval of 

the royal governor 













The Intolerable Acts of 1774

Boston Port Act



Closed the port of Boston until the price of the dumped tea was recovered, moved the capital of Massachusetts to Salem, and made Marblehead the official port of entry for the Massachusetts colony. 











“Great Britain would house its soldiers in American barracks and public houses but if its soldiers outnumbered the housing available, would quarter them "in inns, livery stables, ale houses, and the houses of sellers of wine and houses of persons selling of rum, brandy, strong water, or cider", and if numbers required in "uninhabited houses, outhouses, barns, or other buildings"... "upon neglect or refusal of such governor and council in any province", required any inhabitants (or in their absence, public officials) to provide them with food and alcohol, and providing for "fire, candles, vinegar, salt, bedding, and utensils" for the soldiers "without paying any thing for the same".



Quartering Act of 1774







The Intolerable Acts of 1774

Quebec Act

(Not included by students)



Granted civil government and religious freedom to Catholics living in Quebec



This act did not directly effect the colonies, but enraged them because it granted rights to those in Quebec that were denied the colonists themselves.







The Intolerable Acts of 1774-  Reaction

The First Continental Congress









The Intolerable Acts of 1774-  Reaction

Independence 

may be the only solution.
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Providing context for the Road to the Revolution project





The Treaty of Paris 1763 ended 

the French and Indian War



After the war, relations between 

England and its colonists was strong but differences had began to appear..











England acquired all French land 

west of the Appalachian Mountains 

and east of the Mississippi River, plus French Canada. 







England did not enjoy the same positive relationship with the Native Americans as the French. 





In addition, the English colonists wanted to push into western lands.





Colonial Viewpoint

The colonists fought and died for the land, they should be able to settle there…but settling there made the Native Americans angry



Colonies acted together to protect themselves and as a result, liked governing themselves…a question begins to be asked: why should decisions that effect us be made thousands of miles away?









After the French and Indian War (post-1763)



The English now have increased lands to take care of as winner of French and Indian War

The English needed to protect their new land in America (build forts, stationing troops)





Native American Grievances (Complaints)

Native Americans that sided with the French lost the war



Native Americans that sided with the English gained little as the English treated them bad anyway



Pontiac’s rebellion is a great example of the Native American’s discontent 





























































































England decided to issue the Proclamation of 1763 to 

keep colonists from pushing into Native American territory to 

the west.











The Proclamation of 1763  

Allowed London to

control westward expansion,

not the colonies



Hopefully, would ease

conflicts with Native Americans who were unhappy about 

having their land taken



Native Americans reluctantly supported it, colonists ignored it





Other English Problems

England now has a serious money problem (huge war debt) due to the war



The English were unhappy about the way Colonials helped them fight the war against the French and the Native Americans (Indians)







Before the French and Indian War (pre-1754)







The 13 English colonies were loosely unified and lightly governed





But that was changing…





1760
King George III 
of England



Ascended to the throne at the age of 21

Determined to be an active and responsible Monarch

Serious limits on intelligence and psychological abilities

Suffered from bouts of insanity

Painfully immature

Insecure in position





George Grenville – English Prime Minister



Thought that Britain was being too soft on the colonies

They should be made to obey the established laws

They should help pay the costs of the war





Finally…













Get the best price

All trade with the continental colonies in America should go through Great Britain



Colonists traded with other countries anyway and even smuggled goods
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